Mapping iron gall ink penetration within paper fibres using scanning transmission X-ray microscopy
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Iron gall inks have largely been used for writing in European western countries from the Middle Ages to the twentieth century. Yet, their use may significantly damage the paper through acid hydrolysis and iron catalysed oxidation. These phenomena are not only governed by the chemistry of the ink + cellulose system, but also by the penetration of the ink within the paper sheet. Here, we investigate ink penetration at the scale of a paper fibre using synchrotron-based STXM. This technique allows in situ mapping of the iron redox state and carbon speciation down to the sub-micrometre scale. Linen fibres have been impregnated by iron sulphate, gallic acid and gum Arabic; i.e. the three main ingredients of iron gall inks. Soft X-ray transparent ultrathin foils of impregnated fibres have been extracted using FIB milling. The data reported here evidence that ink components do not penetrate through the paper fibres the same way. In the absence of gum Arabic, gallic acid penetrates within the fibre but mostly remains in the outer part of the cell wall. A significant precipitation of Fe(III) gallate occurs during this migration whereas small amounts of iron (mostly Fe(II)) penetrate through the inner part of the fibre. The addition of gum Arabic as a binder makes the ink more viscous and significantly jeopardizes its ability to penetrate the fibre. The ink thus remains at the surface of the fibre. Low amounts of iron, essentially Fe(II), do still penetrate the fibre.

Introduction

In European western countries, iron gall inks were largely used for writing from the Middle Ages to the beginning of the 19th century before being gradually replaced by synthetic dyes during the 19th and the 20th centuries. These inks are composed of three main ingredients: plant aqueous extracts, Fe(II) sulphates, and a binder that is usually gum Arabic. The plant parts most frequently mentioned in recipes are gall nuts, which lead to extracts rich in tannins (polyphenolic acids, such as gallic acid). Mixed with Fe(II) sulphates, these extracts form dark Fe(III)/tannin precipitates. Gum Arabic is usually added to disperse these precipitates in order to make a suspension suitable for writing.

In some cases, iron gall inks are responsible for significant paper degradation, such as browning and/or loss of mechanical properties. Despite the research efforts that have been dedicated to this topic for years, these degradation processes remain poorly understood. Cellulose hydrolysis, promoted by ink acidity, is often put forward; ink pH is generally around 2–3 due to the presence of gallic acid and iron solvation complexes which behave as acids. Nevertheless, the occurrence of hydroxyls or hydrogen peroxides within inked papers having experienced acidic conditions has not yet been evidenced experimentally. Cellulose oxidation, which might be attributable to Fenton reactions, may induce faster reorganization through chain scissions than acidic hydrolysis. As a matter of fact, cellulose depolymerisation, which can be measured at ambient temperature within a period of a few days, is significantly delayed under oxygen free conditions. Cellulose oxidation might thus be seen as the driving force of cellulose depolymerisation.

Ink spatial distribution may play an additional role in the preservation/degradation of ancient manuscripts. Examinations of a set of original manuscripts have evidenced the clear correlation between the paper condition and the topography of the ink; while well preserved paper sheets generally exhibit a thick layer of ink, the most damaged manuscripts do not exhibit any ink layer on their surface but the typical ink elements (iron, sulphur, potassium, calcium) were distributed within the sheets. Little is known regarding the factors that control such distribution, which might either occur during writing or afterwards, depending on ink viscosity, paper permeability and humidity conditions during storage.
The composite structure of paper, which consists of a network of cellulosic fibres with several additives, makes it very difficult to model. On the other hand, the ink can be properly described as a suspension of an Fe(III) gallate precipitate in an aqueous solution containing iron sulphate, gallic acid and gum Arabic. The formation of Fe(III) gallate requires Fe(III) oxidation and therefore depends on oxygen availability. This process may partially occur within the ink pot as well as on the paper sheet or within the paper fibre during ink drying.

Achieving any mechanistic understanding of paper degradation related to ink penetration and drying processes requires experimental research efforts to be made on model fibres under precisely controlled conditions. So far, mapping ink penetration within paper fibres has only been attempted based on Mossbauer spectroscopic measurements or XANES analyses performed at the Fe K-edge. Yet, the spatial resolution of these techniques (about 2 mm for Mossbauer spectroscopy and about 20–30 μm for Fe K-edge XANES spectroscopy) are not sufficient to properly map submicrometric redox heterogeneities within paper fibres. Here, we report synchrotron-based scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM) data to demonstrate the capabilities of this technique for investigating ink distribution within paper fibres down to the sub-micrometre scale.

Materials and methods

Investigated materials

Two different inks have been used for the present study. The first one, hereafter referred to as “Fe + Ac + Gu”, contains 9 g L⁻¹ of gallic acid monohydrate (Aldrich, 398225), 40 g L⁻¹ of Fe(II) sulphate heptahydrate (Aldrich, 215422) and 80 g L⁻¹ of gum Arabic (Aldrich, G9752), while the second one, hereafter referred to as “Fe + Ac”, contains similar concentrations of gallic acid monohydrate and Fe(II) sulphate heptahydrate but no gum Arabic. These inks can be seen as realistic equivalents of the inks used for ancient manuscripts. Solutions have been let in vacuum until analysis.

Bleached elemental chlorine free (ECF) linen fibres have been chosen for this study. They are mainly composed of cellulose and hemicellulose. They are manufactured with flav fibres that originally contain some percentage of wax, lignin, pectin and fatty acids which are removed during the ECF bleaching process. Linen fibres present a composite structure oriented along the fibre axis and composed, from the inner to the outer part, of a lumen, of a secondary cell wall and of a primary cell wall. The lumen is a void corresponding to the cell cytoplasm that was present during the plant growth and disappeared during the fibre bleaching treatment. The secondary cell wall is several micrometres thick and makes most of the fibre. Its main components are oriented highly crystalline cellulose fibrils encrusted in hemicellulose and non-cellulosic polysaccharides (NCPs). The primary cell wall, about 0.2 μm thick is made of similar components but is poorly organised compared to the secondary cell wall.

The fibres have been separated from the wet pulp, individually dried for 24 hours at 23 °C and 50% of relative humidity (RH), immersed for 10 seconds within the prepared inks and dried again for 24 hours.

Focused ion beam (FIB)

A focused ion beam (FIB) lift-out method has been performed using the FEI STRATA DB 235 FIB system operating at the IEMN (Lille, France). This technique has been used to prepare soft X-ray transparent ~15 μm × 5 μm × 80 nm cross-sections across the ink-impregnated linen fibres. A 30 kV Ga⁺ beam operating at ~20 nA has excavated the sample to a depth of 5 μm from both sides of a 2 μm thick section. This section has then further been thinned to ~80 nm with a glancing angle beam at lower beam voltage (5 kV) and current (~100 pA), in order to remove the layer of damage left by high-energy ions as advocated by Obst et al. It is noteworthy that, this procedure maintains textural integrity, even in the case of loosely consolidated materials and prevents shrinkage and deformation of micro-scale to nano-scale pores, even in the case of highly sensitive materials. Milling at relatively low Ga-ion currents at the final stages of sample preparation minimizes common artefacts like local gallium implantation, mixing of components, creation of vacancies or interstitials, creation of amorphous layers, local compositional changes or re-deposition of the sputtered material on the sample surface. In addition milling at low Ga-ion currents prevents significant changes in the speciation of complex carbon-based polymers as evidenced from STXM-based C-XANES data. After milling, the foils have been exposed for a few days to air (during post shipping), then stored under vacuum until analysis.

Scanning transmission X-ray microscopy

STXM is a synchrotron-based transmission spectro-microscopy technique using a monochromatized X-ray beam from a synchrotron source. This technique allows both microscopic observations and spectroscopic measurements. For STXM imaging, the X-ray beam is focused on the sample using a zone plate, and a 2-D image is collected by scanning the sample at a fixed photon energy at a spatial resolution of about 20 nm. The image contrast results from differential absorption of X-rays, which depends on the chemical composition of the samples. X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectra can be obtained by collecting image stacks. Image stacks are collected by scanning selected sample areas with energy increments of 0.1 eV over the energy range of interest (275 to 350 eV for the carbon K absorption edge and 695 to 755 eV for iron L absorption edge for example). The procedure for collecting an image stack thus consists of measuring the XANES spectrum at a specific element edge on each pixel of an image (one pixel can be as small as 20 nm × 20 nm). Counting times are of the order of a few milliseconds or less per pixel. At the C K-edge, absorption peaks constitute sensitive indicators of the local chemical bonding environment surrounding the carbon atoms in question and correspond to transitions from inner shell 1s electrons to both unoccupied π* (antibonding) and low lying σ* orbitals. At the Fe L₂,₃ edges, spectral features correspond to transitions from L shell electrons to final states of core shells.
Measurements of the present study have been done using the STXM located on beamline 10ID-1 (SM beamline\textsuperscript{30}) at the Canadian Light Source (CLS). Beamline 10ID-1 (CLS) uses soft X-rays (130–2500 eV) generated with an elliptically polarized undulator (EPU) inserted in the 2.9 GeV synchrotron storage ring (250–100 mA). The microscope chamber was evacuated to 100 mTorr after sample insertion and back-filled with He. Energy calibration was accomplished using the well-resolved 3p Rydberg peak at 294.96 eV of gaseous CO\textsubscript{2} for the C K-edge. Alignment of images of stacks and extraction of XANES spectra were done using the aXis2000 software (ver2.1n). Normalization to carbon or iron quantities and determination of spectral peak positions, intensities and widths have been done using the Athena software package.\textsuperscript{31} The C-XANES spectra shown in the present contribution correspond to homogeneous organic-rich areas of several hundreds of nanometres. Although radiation damage per unit of analytical information has been shown to be typically 100–1000 times lower in STXM-based XANES spectroscopy than in TEM-based EELS,\textsuperscript{32,33} the C-XANES data shown here have been collected following the procedures for X-ray microscopy studies of radiation sensitive samples recommended by Wang et al.\textsuperscript{34} Given that the C-XANES spectra presented here have been normalized to the total carbon amount (corresponding to the intensity the absorption step between 270–280 eV, \textit{i.e.} below the edge, and 310–330 eV, \textit{i.e.} above the edge) and assuming that the oscillator strength of a given functional group is essentially the same in organic compounds of similar chemistry, the relative concentrations of the different functional groups can be discussed qualitatively.

**Results**

**Visual observations**

A drop of “Fe + Ac” solution has been deposited on a filter paper preliminarily impregnated with bathophenanthroline (Fig. 1a). The black central part of the stain corresponds to the Fe(III) gallate precipitate already formed in the ink pot whereas the grey surrounding area is attributed to the Fe(III) gallate precipitate forming during the drying process. The larger pink halo is due to the formation of the 1 : 3 Fe(II) bathophenanthroline chelate (Fig. 1a). It attests to the persistence in the ink of Fe(II) species resulting from the low availability of oxygen within the ink pot as well as from the high capability of gallic acid to reduce Fe(III).\textsuperscript{35} The incorporation of a high amount of gum Arabic in the solution makes it significantly more viscous. A drop of “Fe + Ac + Gu” solution deposited on a bathophenanthroline impregnated paper therefore behaves differently (Fig. 1b). The stain shows a black halo characteristic of the Fe(II) gallate precipitate with a pinkish hue that attests to the presence of Fe(III). The migration of these components seems to be restricted by the presence of gum that acts as a binder.

Fibres impregnated with “Fe + Ac” and “Fe + Ac + Gu” solutions present different aspects under the stereomicroscope. The “Fe + Ac” fibre shows an even black aspect and its surface patterns remain visible (Fig. 2a), suggesting that the ink has largely penetrated into the fibre. In contrast, an uneven deposition of the ink is observed on “Fe + Ac + Gu” fibres: some parts of the fibres seem to be untouched by the ink whereas some others are embedded in a thick ink layer (Fig. 2b).

**Blank linen fibre**

The FIB foil extracted from the reference ink-free linen fibre displays two layers centred on the lumen void, consistent with the known structure of linen fibres. These layers show similar, although slightly different, C K-edge XANES spectra that are comparable to that of a cellulose model sample (Sigmacell Cellulose, Sigma-Aldrich) (Fig. 3).\textsuperscript{36} Three main peaks are present at 288.6 eV, 286.7 eV and 285.1 eV. The C K-edge XANES of the outer layer of the linen fibre exhibits an additional spectral feature at 289.5 eV.

**“Fe + Ac” fibre**

The primary cell wall of the fibre is not visible on the scanned area, which was focussed on the secondary cell wall. The C K-
The C K-edge XANES of the inner part of this cell wall (Fig. 4) appears similar to the one of cellulose from the blank fibre (Fig. 3), with spectral features at 285.1, 286.7, 288.6 and 289.5 eV. The C K-edge XANES of the outer part of the secondary cell wall (Fig. 4) exhibits an additional feature at 288.2 eV that is also present on the C K-edge XANES of gallic acid. It is of note that the spatial distribution of the iron redox state correlates with the distribution of these two organic signatures: gallic acid rich
areas are also rich in iron and display essentially Fe(III) phases, while cellulose rich areas are much poorer in iron (3–4 times less) and display essentially Fe(II) phases.

“Fe + Ac + Gu” fibre

The “Fe + Ac + Gu” FIB foil has been extracted from a region of the fibre covered by a thick layer of ink (Fig. 2b). This FIB foil shows two main domains (delimited by a dotted line on Fig. 5). The upper region appears to only contain the ink whereas the lower region corresponds to the fibre itself. The C K-edge XANES of these two areas are relatively similar, consistent with the fact that gum Arabic and cellulose are two polysaccharides containing similar functional groups. However, the intensities of the peaks at 288.6 eV and 289.5 eV differ, thus allowing identifying the ink and the linen fibre. The map of the iron redox state confirms this distribution: the upper region appears to be rich in iron in the form of Fe(III) phases, consistent with a high concentration of Fe(III) gallate within the ink, whereas the fibre itself, i.e. the lower part of the FIB foil, only exhibits a low concentration of iron (3–4 times less), mainly in the form of Fe(II).

Discussion

C K-edge XANES interpretation

The two layers observed on the FIB foil extracted from the reference ink-free linen fibre exhibit C K-edge XANES spectra similar to those of a cellulose model (Fig. 3). The latter shows a peak centered at 289.5 eV, usually attributed to 1s→3p/3s* transitions of carbons in alcohol functional groups (C–OH), a peak at 288.6 eV, attributed to 1s→π* electronic transitions of carbons in acetal functional groups (O–C–O), a peak at 286.7 eV, attributed to 1s→π* electronic transitions of carbons in ether functional groups (C–O) and a peak at 281.5 eV, attributed to 1s→π* electronic transitions of carbons linked to another carbon (C–C).

The weak peak at 285.1 eV observed in the C-XANES spectra of the blank linen fibre likely results from irradiation damage related to the FIB milling process as previously reported. This peak appears to be more important in the secondary cell wall than in the primary cell wall, while it is the opposite for the peak at 289.5 eV characteristic of alcohols. This suggests that the primary cell wall is less sensitive to beam damage than the secondary cell wall, consistent with previous studies that have shown that ion fluxes induce drastic morphological changes in the secondary cell wall of flax fibres while no physical distortion has been reported for the primary cell wall.

The C K-edge XANES spectrum of the ink layer of the “Fe + Ac + Gu” sample exhibits a less intense peak at 289.5 eV (1s→π* electronic transitions of alcohol functional groups) than the one of the fibre. This may be related to the composition of gum Arabic, which is rich in arabinose, rhamnose and xylose, three sugars that contain less alcohol functional groups than cellulose.

Finally, mapping the distribution of gallic acid relies, for the “Fe + Ac” sample, on the occurrence of a peak at 288.2 eV assigned to the 1s→π* electronic transitions of C=O involved in carboxylic functional groups. In contrast, gallic acid has not been detected within the “Fe + Ac + Gu” sample, likely because of its too low concentration within the polysaccharide matrix of gum Arabic and/or cellulose. Alternatively, gallic acid may have undergone chemical reactions during its precipitation with Fe(III).
Ink penetration

The “Fe + Ac” ink can be seen as a suspension of solid Fe(III) gallate particles in a solution of gallic acid and iron sulphate. The dark colour of the ink is enhanced during the drying process due to the formation of Fe(III) gallate. The maps that are shown in Fig. 4 evidence the penetration of this ink through the linen fibre. Yet, iron appears to be heterogeneously distributed. The outer part of the secondary cell wall exhibits Fe(III) rich areas (likely Fe(III) gallate precipitates) surrounding Fe-poor patches predominantly composed of Fe(n). In contrast, iron is present at low concentration but appears to be uniformly distributed within the inner part of the secondary cell wall. Such distribution might be imputed to the presence of gallic acid. As a matter of fact, gallic acid is a large molecule in comparison to iron solutes and likely migrates less easily than soluble iron into the paper fibre. This limited transport directly controls the distribution of Fe(III) gallate precipitates, which thus only occurs within the outer part of the secondary cell wall. Unlike Fe(III), Fe(n) is present in the form of soluble phases and migrates in the inner part of the fibre. A similar behaviour is evidenced at a larger scale by the chromatographic patterns appearing around a stain of the drying ink (Fig. 1). Most of the dark Fe(III) gallate precipitates that have formed within the ink drop remain in the middle of the stain while two halos appear during drying: a first one composed of newly formed Fe(III) gallate precipitates and a larger halo mainly composed of Fe(n) solutes. In contrast, by increasing ink viscosity, the addition of gum Arabic substantially modifies the ability of the ink to penetrate the fibre (Fig. 5). The Fe(III)-rich “Fe + Ac + Gu” ink indeed mostly remains outside the fibre while only a small amount soluble Fe(n) migrates within the fibre itself. As evidenced by C-XANES spectroscopy, neither the gum Arabic nor the gallic acid penetrates the fibre.

Altogether, the present study evidences that the different components of the iron gall ink do not behave the same way during ink penetration within paper fibres. In the absence of gum Arabic, ink migrates into the fibre and Fe(III) gallate precipitates during this migration. Yet gallic acid and Fe(III) gallate precipitates penetrate less through the fibres compared to soluble Fe(n). The addition of gum Arabic significantly increases the viscosity of the ink thus preventing the penetration of most of its components. Importantly, with or without gum Arabic, low amounts of soluble Fe(n) appear to fully impregnate the linen fibres.

Concluding remarks

The present study illustrates the capabilities of STXM to provide unique data for the study of ink penetration through paper fibres. It shows that iron speciation is correlated with the distribution of organic components and that the addition of gum Arabic limits the penetration of the ink into the fibre, yet without preventing Fe(n) solutes from migrating deep into the fibre. As the alteration is generally imputed to Fe(n), STXM appears to be a well-suited tool to characterize the alteration process occurring at the sub-micrometre scale. Additional experiments on ancient manuscripts as well as on model fibres prepared according to ancient paper making processes, considering paper additives such as gelatine (sizing agent) or calcium carbonate (charge), will undoubtedly provide new insights towards a more mechanistic understanding of paper degradation related to ink penetration and drying processes.
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